Clockwise from far left: Petra’s most famous stonework,
the Treasury; leaping along a rock bridge in the Wadi
Rum desert; taking in the spectacular views; camels
wait to transport tourists; Gemma stops for an Insta
shot while hiking from Dana to Little Petra
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PETRA,
WITH

With its Indiana Jones backdrop and ancient
ruins, the Jordanian desert is full of adventure.
But Gemma Askham also discovers
a connection beyond her bucket list
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Three thousand miles away
from my laptop and fibre optic
broadband, I find myself in
a very modern dilemma. To my
right is the Monastery: 45 metres of
statuesque, crème brûlée-coloured
pillars sculpted from sandstone that
form one of the star attractions
of Petra, a prehistoric city in Jordan
with bragging rights (it was crowned
one of the New Seven Wonders of
the World in 2007 and is also
a UNESCO World Heritage Site). To
my left is a cafe with Wi-Fi. It’s the first
time I’ve had access to the Internet in
three days – days that have involved
‘showers’ from a washing-up bowl of
water, hiking up to ten miles through
barren deserts, mountain valleys and
remote shepherd paths, and camping
out under canvas. I’m all for a spirit
of adventure, but would Indiana
Jones have turned down a network
signal right now?
If a digital detox is the last crusade
of 21st century life, then what better
place to contemplate it than where
Harrison Ford shot the ending of
that famous 80s action movie. In the
years since the default association of
the word ‘Jordan’ stopped being
a busty glamour model, our travel
ideas have become more progressive,
too: today’s Holy Grail is less ‘selfies
with the sights’; more living among
the locals. In other words, it’s all
about the journey.
Now, with our thirst for adventure
trips predicted to grow 17 per cent
by 2023, the platform famous for
cheap city apartments has donned
its hiking boots. This summer,
Airbnb’s Adventures series launched
200 journeys inside the heart of local
communities, such as joining the UFO
hunters of Arizona or tracking lions
with Kenya’s Sabache Warriors.
Another option – a seven-day, 77km
hike from Dana to Petra, guided by
Bedouins – is what has me wrangling
with how great being off the grid
would look on my Instagram feed.

‘THE ONLY SOUND
IS THE BLEATING
OF BABY GOATS
SCAMPERING BY’
Combining the beauty of the Dana
Biosphere Reserve (Jordan’s largest
nature spot is home to desert foxes,
copper-blue lizards and Griffon
vultures) and Sharah mountains with
challenging trekking conditions in
Wadi Ghuweir and Wadi Araba
Desert, the first few days are a remote
hiker’s dream. Stopping off in Bedouin
villages along the way, you’ll also soak
up the ancient city of Petra and finish
with a salty dip in the Dead Sea.
But the surprising thing about
Jordan is, even for its nomadic people,
there’s a constant jostle between
the joys of tech connectedness and

quiet isolation. In the village of Dana
– a steep, sun-pounded cluster of
dwellings where the only sound is the
bleating of baby goats scampering by
(plus ten tourists getting overexcited
by them) – I meet guide Ali Alhasasen.
‘Otherwise known as The VIB: Very
Important Bedouin,’ he jokes, and you
instantly imagine he’d be a great laugh
down the pub on a Friday night. Except,
of course, there is no bar here. Along
with his wife and two daughters, he
lives in a 40-family tented camp that
ebbs and flows depending on two
factors: firstly, where the conditions are
good for their main asset, the goats –
which need food, water and protection
from wolves; ‘secondly, where there’s
good 4G,’ he smiles. And, right on cue,
those farmyard-cute animal bleats are
joined by a far more familiar sound
– the ping of a WhatsApp message
on his smartphone.
On day four of the adventure, we
pass through the ancient Nabataean
ruins (some of the crumbling columns
are said to still contain wine and olive
presses), and after a rock-traversing
scramble to Little Petra – a real thighstretcher of a climb past colourful
chameleons resting boggle-eyed in
bushes – we arrive at a wilderness
camp just before sunset. Wilderness,
2019-style, that is. Think windswept
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‘RICKETY HORSEWHIZZ IN TOURISTS LIKE
DESERT BOBSLEIGHS’

Clockwise from right: ‘VIB’
guide Ali Alhasasen shares
some stories; the verticalwalled Siq canyon leads
to the Treasury; Petra’s
Roman amphitheatre

tents under a star-studded sky, plus
a toilet as high-tech as a polo mint.
But what the camp lacks in luxury,
it makes up for in nature and a sense of
community. After dark, for instance,
Ali walks us far into the desert for an
astronomy lesson. As we sit sandybottomed on the dirt, pretending
we’re not at all freaked out by the
bullet-shelled scarab beetles scurrying
around us, he maps out the sky as only
a Bedouin could, detailing how to find
your way if the constellations are your
compass. As we scoff our reliance on
technology, another Bedouin trots
past on a mule. Only, he’s looking
anywhere but up: reins and a phone in
one hand, a portable speaker blasting
out electronica in the other. At sunrise
the next morning, as we scoop
hummus on to warm pitta for
breakfast, I have to double-check that
the ‘techno donkey’ wasn’t just a heatinduced mirage. Nope, he’s still there.
Perhaps it’s the sheer age of Petra
that makes technology feel alien here.
Constructed in the third century BC,
Petra was the capital of the Nabataean

empire between 400 BC and 106 AD
– an Arab kingdom that, before being
conquered by the Romans, controlled
a vast hunk of the Middle East. Today,
some call Petra the Rose City after the
pink iron oxide in the sedimentary
rock; others the Lost City, because
it was only properly discovered in
1812 when Swiss explorer Johann
Burckhardt disguised himself as
a Bedouin and infiltrated the site.
(Interestingly, 85 per cent of Petra still
remains underground, untouched).
And, of course, it’s a tourist city.
You see it all around the Treasury
– Petra’s famous stone-carved tomb
used for King Aretas III. Rickety horsedrawn carriages whizz in tourists
like desert bobsleighs. Bedouins,
eyes ringed thick with Pirates Of The
Caribbean-style kohl, flog postcards,
scarves and tat-turned-trinkets. The

Above: desert-style glamping at the
Milky Way Bedouin camp in Wadi Rum

breath of fresh air in all this is our
host for the week, 29-year-old Ahlam
Serhan. Translated from Arabic to
English, her name means ‘Dreams
Daydreaming’ – a fitting moniker for
someone who’s literally following hers;
she’s one of only three certified female
hiking tour guides in the region.
‘People look at me, like, why aren’t
you married? Why are you working?
Or, if you insist on working, why
aren’t you in an office – an architect,
a doctor?’ explains Ahlam. ‘People
think I’m crazy,’ she adds, laughing.
Crazy, maybe – on the first day, we’d
known her for all of 20 minutes when
she demonstrated her terrifyingly
accurate impression of an elephant.
But, like Ali, technology – such as
online platforms like Airbnb – is giving
Ahlam a means to make her culture
work for her, on her terms.
So, back at the Wi-Fi cafe, I decide
to use technology on my terms, too.
I wish my dad a happy birthday, reply
to the one work email that’s genuinely
important and – just before I switch
back to flight mode – I click ‘Follow
Back’ on my two new Jordanian Insta
friends. My main motivation to come
to Jordan was to tick the architecture
of Petra off my bucket list. What could
be more amazing than that? But I have
a new answer: being back home and
receiving a DM from a VIB who lives
in a goat-hair tent. That, actually, is
the coolest part of all. ■
Airbnb Adventures’ six-night, seven-day
Dana to Petra Trek starts from £1,580
per person, including accommodation,
food and transportation (excluding
flights). Visit airbnb.co.uk/experiences
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